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NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT 

The attached report, prepared by the secretariat of the 
United Nations Technical Assistance Administration, summarizes the 
activities carried out by this agency in Latin America during 1954 
and much of its contents reveal the results of the collaboration 
with the secretariat of the Commission. 

There are three regional projects which should be emphasized 
for their particular significance within this combined effort: 
the Latin American Meeting of Experts on the Pulp and Paper Industry, 
The training Programme on Problems of Economic Development and the 
Central American Integration Programme. Because complete information 
on these three projects is available in other secretariat documents, 
in addition to the data contained in the report accompanying this note, 
there would be little point to a detailed examination here. 

The report of the Technical Assistance Administration was 
presented to ECLA's Fourth Committee of the Whole Meeting which met 
at Santiago de Chile from 9 - 1 0 May 1955. Owing to the proximity of 
the Commission's Sixth Session, the delegations to the Committee of 
the Whole did not think it necessary to discuss the report at that 
time. The secretariat has pleasure in transmitting this document to 
the Member Governments of the Commission. 
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Introduction 

1954 marked the fourth year that the Technical assistance Administration 
has enjoyed the cooperation of the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for 
Latin America. The technical assistance programme has benefited increasingly 
from this link, as a result not only-of the success of the regional projects 
which have been carried out jointly by the two branches of the United Nations 
Secretariat, but also of the substantive advice that has been given on the work 
of some individual experts, A noteworthy expansion of the scope of the 
cooperation in 1954 was the assistance rendered to TAA by the ECLA Secretariat 
in negotiating and clarifying the 1955 technical assistance programme for Chile, 
As that country has not had the services of a Technical Assistance Board Resident 
Representative, the work of the Secretariat of the Commission has been invaluable 
in this respect. 

Outstanding examples of joint work by ¿JCLA and THA in 1954 were three 
regional projects, which will be dealt with in detail under Section III of this . 
present report, as well as in separate r-CLA reports, i.e, The Latin American 
Meeting of Experts on the Pulp and Paper Industry, the economic development 
Training Programme, and the Central American Economic Integration Programme. 

The Meeting of Ministers of Finance or Economy of the members of the 
Organization of American States which was held in Rio de Janeiro in November 
1954 approved recommendations pertaining to technical assistance, contained in 
the ECLA study International Cooperation in a Latin American Development Policy^ 
Close cooperation between ECLA and TAA resulted in plans for carrying out one of 
these recommendations; they are arranging for the extension of the Economic 
Development Training Programme in the form of country seminars, the first of which 
is to be held in Colombia in 1955. 

It is interesting- to note that the administration had already made.efforts 
along the lines of some suggestions contained in Chapter V of the ECLA study, 

1) United Nations, International Cooperation in a Latin American Development 
Policy. New York, 1954. 
(E/CN.12/359). 
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entitled "Technical Assistance Policy in Relation to Economic Development", as 
described in the following paragraphs: 

The chapter of the ECLA study poirits out that "many first-class special-
ists may be found within Latin America ii self. Their knowledge must be used 
more profitably and they should be given the opportunity to participate more 
actively in technical assistance«" As an example of what was achieved in this 
respect in 1954, forty-two Latin American experts rendered assistance under the 
Technical Assistance Administration within the area. Of the forty-two, one was 
from Argentina, five from Brazil, ten from Chile, five from Colombia, two ftom 
Costa Rica, one from Cuba, one from the Dominican Republic, one from Ecuador, 
one from Haiti, eight from Mexico, one from Panama, one from Peru, three from 
Uruguay and two from Venezuela, : In addition, two Latin American experts, one 
from Bolivia and one from Colombia, were assigned to tasks in countries of the 
Far East," 

The chapter referred to above states, inter alia, "There is also a field 
of research on domestic raw materials that justifies the organization of tech-
nological institutes, at least in some countries or groups of countries." The 
Technical Assistance Administration has been cooperating in the establishment of 
such an institute in Central America, lioreover, in 1954 it arranged for five 
technicians from Latin America.to attend an Expert Working Group Leeting on the 
Danish Technological Institute in Copenhagen, 

On a related subject, the ECLA document states that "a coordinated campaign 
to disseminate technical procedures should be permanently carried out through a 
well-defined policy of productivity. Preliminary assistance has been given to 
Mexico, Argentina, Uruguay and Guatemala with a view to providing them with expert 
advice in the field of productivity. The Administration also plans to provide 
such advice in 1955 to the Instituto Chileno de Administración Racional de 
Empresas. 

The Adttdnistratioa is in agreement .with the --de:* th?;f tscbáieal sBsigtaaoe 
. to the existing iê lopiiient prrogr-MiEws of. thw eouniri^o i-.nl it is 
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its belief that the policy of country programming described above vd.ll be a step 
in the direction of accomplishing this purpose. It recognizes also that the 
formulation of the programmes themselves also require technical assistance and 
for this reason has given special attention to requests for general economic 
advisers at the national level, to the Economic Development Training Programme, - -
which concentrates on techniques of programming,_ as. well as to 'the Central 
American Economic Integration Programme, which has general economic advisory 
functions carried out jointly by the ECLA office In Mexico City aid the Special 
Representative of the Technical Assistance Board, In 1954 there were economic 
advisers in Bolivia, Brazil, Haiti, kexico and Paraguay, 

The above brief notes on some points of harmony between the discussion in 
the ECLA study and the form taken by the United Nations Technical Assistance 
Programme In 1954 are not intended as an analysis of the programme in relation 
to the technical assistance recommendations of the study, nor does the present 
report include a policy stand on the study. The report is presented to the 
Committee of the Whole as an information paper only. 

One of the most significant of recent changes in the technical assistance 
programme has been that in methods of planning programmes for future years. 
During 1954 increased attention was given to the principle and practice of 
programming at the country level, with a view to the development of integrated 
country programmes. It has been recognized that these programmes, in turn, 
should fit in with broader development plans and programmes in individual 
countries, and tkgt questions of such coordination are best decided by the 
countries concern«!. Under Economic and Social Council Resolution 542 (XVIII), 
each Government is to be asked,-by 1 August each year, starting in 1955, to 
present to the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board a programme 
for the succeeding year estimated to cost a specified amount. These "country 
programmes" are expected to be a consolidation of the most urgent needs of a 
country requesting assistance and be presented in terms of services to be pro-
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vided by various agencies. In the process of central coordination at the country 
level, priorities will be assigned. Programmes for 1955 have been prepared 
locally, through the cooperation of the resident representatives of the Technical 
assistance Joard, special representatives of the Technical Assistance ..drainis-
tration, and specialized agencies,. K.ho consulted, with the governmental coor- : 
dinating committees. In earlier years, individual project requests were 
addressed directly to agencies as Governments needed'assistance, and »¿encies 

* 

agreed to grant it from available funds. 
In 1954 the Technical assistance administration assisted Governments in the 

Latin American region in a programme that amounted to ,1.5 million. Programmes 
requested hy Governments for 1955 as well as réouests received.fpr implementation 
in 1954 continued to exceed substantially the'limited funds available. In 
addition to technical assistance financed through the administration, there 
have been cases of. Governments availing themselves of the selection and placement 
machinery of United nations Headquarters, while at the same time bearing than?-* ' * 1 

selves the expenses of salaty and travel« Gk>verm«rits areimited to continue 
and expand these supplementary technical assistance activities. 

Coordination of 1954 technical, assistance activities of the ifoited Latiors 
and its specialized agencies with similar activities of other international 
organizations has been achieved, partly through the work of national technical 
assistance bodies and.partly through the efforts of resident ¿representatives 
of the Technical assistance Board, In 1954, there were resident representatives 
in Brazil, Haiti, Uruguay, and kaxico and Central America (serving Costa 
Hica, ¿L Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua from offices in-Mexico«) 
The Special representative of the Jecretary General in Bolivia also serves ae 
Resident Representative, In addition, there was an Officer in Charge in 

0 ' * 
Colombia and Ecuador and the representative in Uruguay served also a? special 
Representative for »rgentina and Paraguay. 

In view of the importance of the inter-relationship of economic and social 
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development, the present report covers technical assistance in the latter field 
as well as that in economic development and public administration. Annexes I 
and II, which present the numbers of fellows and experts by countries for the 
past five years, have two columns for 1954» one showing figures for economic 
development and public administration, for comparison with figures for previous 
years, and one showing total figures for all united Nations experts and fellow-
ships for Latin America, including social welfare. 

The present report contains three sections. The first represents a 
classification of all projects (individual country experts and regional projects) 
by fields of activity. After a presentation of numbers of experts per field of 

is given 
activity, a country breakdown under each field/ with sub-titles of projects shown 
under each country. This presentation may serve as an index for the second part 
of the report, in which country programmes are set forth. In this latter section, 
a brief description of each project is given for all countries of the area. The 
third section gives the same type of description for regional projects benefiting 
several or all countries of the area. At the end of the report are three annexes. 
The first two have been described above. Annex III is a table showihg parti-
cipation of countries in regional projects under United Nations auspices. 
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I. FIELDS OF ACTIVITY 

The five major fields of United Nations Technical Assistance activity in 
Latin, America in 1954 were public administration, basic industries development, 
"other industries", social welfare and statistics, with 38 experts occupied in bhfi 
first-mentioned, 18 in the second, 12 in the third, 19 in the fourth and 12 in the 
fifth. Substantial assistance was also rendered through economic advisers, of 
vftiich there were ten, six located in/many countries, one in Central America and 
three assigned to the Regional economic Development Training Programme, In 
addition, six experts were provided in the field of housing arid a Seminar on 
Housing through Non-Profit Organizations was-hold-in Denmark for the benefit of 
participants from twelve Latin American countries and Puerto Rico, Three experts 
were provided in banking, seven in transport, two in meteorology, one in land 
tenure, one in hotel Management and three in customs nomenclature. Nineteen 
everts distributed over various fields in the above classification were engaged 
in work under the.Central American Economic Integration Programme, 
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A, PUBLIC AUHII'-sISTRATION. 

Bolivia. 
Public Administration (B)^ 
Public Finance Administration 

Brazil, 
School of Business Administration 
School of Public Administration (see "Regional") 

Chile, 
Tax Codification and Administration 

Colombia. 
Public Administration (3) 
Customs and Tariffs Administration 

Ecuador, 
Public Finance Administration (4) 

Guatemala. 
Personnel Management 

Nicaragua, 
Public Finance Administration (2) 

Panama* 
Public Finance Adminstration 

Paraguay, 
Postal Administration 

• Regional Projects, 
Central America, 

Advanced School of Public Administration (7) 
School of Public Administration (Brazil) (5) 
Training in Public Administration (2) 
1/ Refers to number of experts engaged in this field in the country in 1954. 

Where no number is given, one expert was engaged. 
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B. ECONOMIC ADVISEES. 
Bolivia. 

Industrial Economics 
Brazil. 

Economic Development of the Northeast 
Mexico, 

Econoi .iT Programming 
Paraguay^ 

Economi o Programming (2) 
Peru. 

Regional Economic Development 
Regional Projects. 
Central America, 

Industrial Economy 
Economic! Development Training Programma (3 ), 

c. basic industries devsiofklnt. 
Bolivia. 1 

Power Production and Distribution 
Oil Resources Development (2) 
Hydro-Electric Power 
Mineral Resources Development (3) 

Ecuador, 
Power Production and Distribution. 
Heavy Equipment and Diesel Lngines 

Jamaica, 
Water Resource Development 

Mexico, 
Mineral Resource Development 
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Vwneauela, 
Power Production and Distribution 
Mineral Resource Development 
Primary Metals Industry (2) 

Central America. 
Power Production and Distribution (3) 

D, OTHER INDUSTRIES. 
Bolivia. 

Sugar Mills 
Chile. 

Penicillin Production (3) 
Colombia, 

Small-scale Industries 
Ecuador. 

Small-scale Industries (2) 
Welding 

Honduras, 
Cement 

Peru, 
Fertilizers 

Regional Projects, 
Central America 

Technological Research Institute (2) 
Latin American westing of Experts on the Pulp and Paper Industry 
Expert Working Group on Technological Centres 
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E. TRANSPORT, 
Ecuador* 

Ports and Road Construction 
Wooden Shipbuilding 

El Salvador. 
Highways 

Regional Projects. 
Central America 

Highways 
Ports 
Shipping 

Andean Indian Mission - road engineering 

F. BANKING. 
Ecuador* 

Insurance Code 
Haiti. 

Agricultural and Industrial Credit 
Money and Banking 

G. METEOROLOGY. 
Dominican Republic (2). 

H. LAND TENURE. 
Bolivia* 

I. HOTEL MANaGEkLNT. 
Haiti, 

J. CUSTOMS NOMENCLATURE, 
Central America (3) 
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K. STATISTICS» 
Chile. 

Census Tabulation 
Cuba. 

Organization of Statistical Services 
Ecuador. 

National Accounts 
Census Statistics 

Haiti. 
Statistics. 

Jamaica. 
Statistics (2) 

Nicaragua. 
Organization of Statistical Services, 

Paraguay. 
Statistics 

Regional, 
Inter-American Centre of ÖLostatistics (3) 

L, HOUSING, 
Colombia, 

Building Materials and Construction Techniques, 
Financing Low Cost Housing 

Costa Rica, 
Town and Country Planning 

Ecuador. 
National Housing Development 

Haiti, 
Housing 
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Venezuela* 
Housing 

Regional* 
Seminar on Housing through Non-Profit. Organizations 

M* SOCIAL IJELFAKL. 
Costa Rica. 

Training welfare Workers 
Medical Social Work 

Ecuador« 
Child Welfare 

El Salvador 
Training welfare Workers (2) 
Child Welfare 

Guatemala. 
Rehabilitation of Handicapped 

Haiti. 
Community Development •r' *••' ' •' 

Panama. 
Psychiatric social Work 

Uruguay. 
Training Welfare Workers (2) 

Venezuela, 
Rehabilitation of Handicapped (4) 

Regional* 
Latin American Fundamental Education Centre (2). 
Social Welfare Advisers (2) 
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XI. CffiJTORY B6@AMMSB 

BOLIVIA 

Pfcwer Pyoduotlor. and; gistrlbution 
An expert vas appointed in February 1954 to make an investigation of 

electrical installations in mines, and to advise on maintenance problems, 
necessary changes and acquisition of new equipment. The expert made also 
a survey ̂ f more general aspects of the mining industry in Bolivia, and 
mad© r e cramendations concerning the mining conditions prevailing in the 
country, 
Land Tenure 

An expert was assigned to work with the Agrarian Reform Service, the 
organization putting into effect the Agrarian Reform Decree. After an initial 
survey period, the expert was appointed Head of the Technical Department of the 
above service and advised on problems connected with progressive implementation 
of agrari8,x-5 reform, 
611 Resotcce Development 

An expert was appointed in January 195^ for a period of one year to check 
and evaluate previous geological surveys pertaining to oil resources, to prepare 
a programme for further geological surveying, and to assist in the execution of 
the programme itself. While his main activity during the latter part of 1954 
has been in the field of cartography, he haB also advised the Government-owned 
¿etr-ileum Corporation on the establishment Of a Centre of Geological Survey in 
Bolivia, 

Another expert was appointed for three-months to work out a code of 
petroleum legislation for the Bolivian Governssant. Tvo basic texts were drafted 
by him in coopavation. with Government official? - an organic law of the National 
Petroleum Industry and an organic lav of the Bolivian Petroleum Corporation. 
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Industrial Economics 
An expert lias been advising the Government on the establishment of a scheme 

for studying costs of industrial production for the implementation of a price 
control system. He has also advised on numerous problems in the industrial 
production field and made several studies of existing industries. During 195̂ > 
his assignment has been expanded to cover the functions of general adviser,on 
industrial economics to the National Planning Commission. During the last 
quarter of 1954, he was requested by the Government to advise on organizational 
and administrative problems pertaining to the reorganization, of the Mining Bank, 
The expert's assignment has been extended until the end of 1925« 
Hydro-Electric Power 

An expert in hydro-electric power completed a two-year assignment In May 1954. 
He Bade extensive surveys of surface water resources and advised on the establish-
ment of hydro-electric development systems In the country. Ho worked in close 
cooperation, with the Bolivian Development Corporation and, later, with the 
Bolivian Planning Commission. The Jevelopment programme recommended by the export 
Includes projects ranging from small-scale schemes for local power stations, to 
ambitious ones such as the utilization of the waters of Lake Tit leaca . 
Epbnomlo Development 

Under the terms of the Special Agreement with the Bolivian Government the 
UfaitaC iS,tiona agreed to assist it In obtaining technical equipment or supplies 
•f K„rv.;'-•ulp.r. importance for the advancement of the technical assistance program». 
It wae>. originally provided that the amount of $150,000, to be used over a period 
of five years, would be set aside for this purpose* luring 195^ a limited Quantity 
of equipment was supplied under the Agreement. 
Sugar Mills 

An expert was appointed in January to advise the Bolivian Jevelopment 
Corporation en the Installation of a sugar mill located In the eastern lowlands,. 
His assignment, which has been extended until the end of 1955, Includes advice 
on the preparation of the site, power supply, transportation of machinery, etc* 
It is expected that the expert will supervise the Initial phase of the mill's 
•peration and train technicians who will take over the operation of the plant 
after his departure. 
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Public Administration 
This project includes the Teohnical Consultants provided for In the 

Speoial Agreement "between the United Mations and the Government of Bolivia, 
Various changes in the composition of this group took place during 195̂ « 
The Technical Consultant to the Office of the Comptroller General and the 
Technical Consultant to the Ministry of Agriculture completed their two-year 
assignments in March, The Technical Consultant in Social Security, received an 
extension of 9 months in his original two year contract, which allowed him to 
remain in Bolivia until November, The Technical Consultant to the Ministry of 
Labour received an extension of 6 months, thus permitting him to stay in Bolivia 
until August, The Government has decided to revise the terms of reference for 
these last two posts to include the administration of Manpower, Wages, and 
Social Problems. Provision for this is made in the programme far 1955« The 
Technical Consultant to the Ministry of Finance, completed his two years contract 
in March, and waa replaced by another who started his assignment in April. The 
Technical Consultant to the Central Bank, is still in the service of the Govern-
ment and is expected to complete his assignment In June, 1955. The Technical 
Consultant on Public Administration, took up duty in January, fear a period of 
two years, 

The work of the Technical Consultants has continued yelding important 
results, among which the monetary and foreign exchange reform, the rationaliza-
tion and extension of social security and assistance, the adjustment of the 
salary struoture to the cost of living, the improvements of the budget and tax 
administration, and the Introduction of personnel classification schemes should 
be mentioned, It'also should "be noted that close co-operation was established 
"between the Technical Consultants and the United Nations Specialized Agencies 
concerned with their particular fields of endeavour, such as the International 
Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the 
International Labour «ffice, and the Food and Agriculture Organization. 
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Public Finance Administration . 
. - An expert who was appointed Tax Legislation expert inQctober, 1953; 

carried out; his. assignment in co-operation with the technical Consultant to the 
Ministry 3f Finance. Tbeexpert 'a findings on the consolidation and simplifi-
cation of the/ecmpllor.ted tax. atrnçtnre hâve bée», caaelderei as preliminary and 
•,thé-.:Dlrectc?.of.fete .Waited, étions Fie«wC »irisioa/. vho vi .rltad 3oIiyii in .. . 
September, ̂ .©pfcyrsd.â  intérim repcrt la corwiltatio» wlta Brident Bepre-
sentatlve, t&e Technical Consultant, ard tlie oxrert.. These findings showed the. 
need for further and more ample assistance in this field, for vhich provisions 
-.have .bees. w»àe. in- the. 1955. -country programme» 
Mineral. Htaoryco Ttevelppcwat • 

Ac e:;:¿'»art. in minimal smelting completed hie survey of the. possibilities fcsr 
•vthe i establishment of a tin -,smelt ing Industry la Bolivia, During the last months 

9f his assignment he advised on tlie construction of aiiiall-acale and medium-seals 
pilot plants and supervised the. initial étions of the construction of a multipi9 
pilotplant.for, the investiRation of tin auditing processes. 

: toother expert wan appointed to advise th* Bolivian Mining Corporation vita 
regard to technical and organizational problems pertaining to the production of 
concentrates. Be alBo advised on other related problems such as the utilization 
of alluvial tin deposits,, Euring the last quarter of 1954 he was requested by 
the-Bolivian authorities to adv^ee, on technical problems connected with, the 
reorganization of the Mining Bank, to be completed early in 1955« The expert's 
, assignment has been extended ufctil the end of 1955« 

. . An expert was appointed to assist the Government in determining the extent 
and nature of the existing.reserves of tin and other minerals. He has beec 
studying the Government 'a progracme for an overall geological survey of mineral 
resources and Is assisting the Mining Corporation in the execution of the program-
me, He is alsoadvisingcn the organization of oourses far the training of local 
technicians. 
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BRAZIL 

Economlo Development of the Northeast 
In August 195^ TAA sent the Chief Economist of the Tennessee Valley 

Authority to aeeist the newly-created Bank of the Northeast of Brazil in a 
programme for the economic development of ths region. He has advised the Bank 
on general survey work In the Northeast and has prepared plans for an economic 
programme and for the organization of a research department to work on basic 
research and on an investment programme, In view of the lack of suitable 
economists in the area he has, of necessity, emphasized the organization and' 
implementation of a training programme In order to recruit competent professional 
research staff. With the help of eight economists trained by the expert and 
finally selected by the Bank he has started basic research on the region which 
wiU enable hiu to advise the Bank on a realistic investment programme. 
Schoel of Business Administration 

The Oatulio Vargas Foundation, with the co-operation of the Foreign Operations 
Administration of the United States, has established a School of Business Admi-
nistration in Sao Paulo, The Uhited Nations has provided the services of a 
Programme Coordinator for the first year of operation» The first experimental 
course was attended by approximately 40 students from various parts of the 
country, It is expected that the expert will complete his assignment by May 1955* 

CHILE 
Census Tabulation 

An expert spent seven months in Chile In 195^, working on the tabulation of 
the 1952 population census figures and starting an analysis of them. In this 
connection, he organized a system to control the tabulation of the figures sent 
from the various reporting departments, and analyzed the figures from the stand-
point of validity of sampling techniques. The expert will return to Chile in the 
latter part of 1955» at which time the tabulation Is expected to be completed and 
his further advice will be required for analysis of the results. 
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Penloillln Eroductlon 
With the assistance of halted Nations experts, equipment provided by the 

Uhited Nations Children's Emergency Fund for a penicillin plant In Chile Is 
being set up and It Is expected that the plant will be operating on a routine 
basis in 1955. Three TAA experts have been working in Chile on this project, 
two of .vhomhave worked extensively on It from UN Headquarters, as well as In 
the field. The latter have been assisted by other personnel at Headquarters 
working on this and similar projects In other areas. In connection with this 
project, a fellowship was granted to a Chilean to study In Italy. During the 
term of the fellowship, the fellow did valuable research work which will be of 
substantial benefit for all projects of this kind vhich TAA Is assisting. Ufcoji 
his return, to Chile, he will be in charge of the, penicillin plant. 
Tax Codif ication and Administration 

An expert took up duty in August and completed his three months prelimi-
nary, assignment in ectober. Hie final report on the tax administration of Chile 
Is being considered by the appropriate Governmental authorities. The expert is 
expected to resume his mission during the second semester of 1955 far a six mouths 
period and the Government has appointed, a Committee of experts on fiscal matters 
to study early implementation of his recommendations. In this connection, the 
contribution made by former united Nations scholarship holders from Chile who are 
new In the service of the Chilean Government is worth mentioning. The expert 
received substantive advice and co-operation from the Uhited Naticns Fisoal 
livision end the Uhited Nations Eoonomlc Caaaission for Latin America, which lis 
expected to continue in 1955* 

COLOMBIA 
Financing Low-cost Housing 

An expert advised the National Flaming Board of Colombia on the formulation 
of the plan for financing national housing development. He also recommended 
measures for attracting private Investments to the financing of lew-cost housing) 
and advised on the Oovernment's participation in order to make the best use of 
national and provincial funds devoted to the housing programme. The expert 
recommended ways of using the funds collected as rental or installments for 
investment in new housing and also presented recommendations in connection with 
the erganlzation of governmental agenoies to be in charge of the housing programme» 
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Customs and Tariffs Administration 
An expert started a preliminary survey in the field of customs and tariffs, 

by advising the Government in aspects such as legislation, organisation and 
administration. It is expected that the implementation of his recommendations 
will require further assistance during 1955. The important Work of training of 
customs officials has also "been initiated with the help of the expert. 
Materials and Construction Techniques 

A United Nations expert completed previous 1952 and 1953 assignments advising 
the Government of Colombia and the Inter-American Housing Centre, a Pan American 
Union agency with headquarters in Colombia, on building materials and construc-
tion techniques, He advised the Centre on the establishment of a laboratory 
for research on building materials and construction methods, for which the 
United Nations contributed a substantial amount af technical equipment, as well 
as on the relation between the national housing programme and the Centre's 
research and itudy activities. The Uhited Nations expect to provide in 1955 
additional laboratory equipment under the Expanded Programme and an expert in 
building materials under the Regular Programme. 

Public Administration 
Since June 1955, a team of experts has been advising the Colombian National 

Commission of Administrative Reform on ways and means to improve the Colombian 
public administration, Their main fields are civil service and organisation 
and methods. Although it appears too early for the mission to show any specific 
results, the reports submitted to the National Commission and the united Nations 
indicate a definite trend toward well-defined plans which may contribute to the 
establishment o** a better civil service and more efficient Government operations. 
The aspect of training for the public service has again been emphasized by the 
Commission and it is expected that during 1955 definite plans for a comprehensive 
training programme in Colombia will be completed, 
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Snail Seale Industries 
A United Nations expert irtio arrived in Colombia in April has made a survey 

of the country's small and medium industries, to determine how to reduoe costs 
and increase productivity through technical skills, modern equipment and credit 
facilities« 2he expert Is now discussing with the national authorities his 
recommendations for a practical work programme based on the survey, and will 
advise and assist in planning the development and implementation of such a 
prograame. 

CqSTA RICA 

Training Welfare Workers 
An expert has been organizing the field-work training of the School of Sociil 

Services of the University of Costa Rica and advising on social welfare programmes 
of the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, the Social Security Fund, the Natiohal 
Child Welfare Agency, and other social welfare agencies of the country* This work 
ha-) included a training programs for supervisors and consultations with social 
welfare agencies to improve their services and to organize and coordinate their 
programme** A very important part of the work of this expert was to assist the 
School .of Social Work in adopting a sounder curriculum for experienced training 
of social workers, withih the framework of the University, This curriculum was 
drafted by a committee composed of three members of the faculty and the expert, 
Ihe proposed programme has been accepted and will go into effect at the beginning 
of the 1955 school year. It calls for threeryears of study leading to a certificate 
after which stud «its who so desire may continue at the. school far two, additional 
years and receive the degree of I4.'3enciado* To implement this programs the 
Government requested the extension of the expert for six months, which has been 
gr'iirttid, * . 
Hodical Social Work • 

Since September 1954} an expert has been advising the Medical Social Department 
of the San Juan d# Dlos Hospital on the establishment of a medical, social-service 
department in this principal hospital of the country and «n the coordination of its 
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... services with those of the Ministry of Public HeSthV Iftiis 
important instance in which the United Nations and the World Health Organization 
are working together. 
Town and Country Planning 

An expert took up an assignment in November 1954 tq assist the newly-created 
Housing and Planning Institute. Among other •hings, he is engaged in the prepara-
tion of a basic planning law which will gradually separate-the planning function 
from the Instituto Nacional de Vivienda y Urbanismo and make it the responsibility 
of the Liga Costarricense de Municipalidades. Ble expert has alsp assisted the 
Escuela Centroamericano de Administración Publica de América Central through some 
of its students engaged in the field of planning and housing. At the ESAPAC he 
is holding a series of seminars for the benefit of local engineers, architects 
and other professional persons interested or engaged in the fields of planning and 
housing. 

CUBA 

Organization of Statistical Services 
In June, 1954» an expert completed a two-year assignment which included 

surveying the statistical services of the Cuban Government and developing a plan 
'^^^i^Pfeorgaiizationr' Átfthe erei df his ássighméífty "fie ^ 
with his conclusions and recommendations, including a draft law establishing a 
National Statistical Institute. In October, as a result of the expert's advice, 
the Government of Cuba issued a new Organic Law covering the reorganization of 
the National Statistical Service and the creation of the Statistical Institute. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Meteorology 

Two experts are training meteorologists at the University of Santo Domingo 
acid advising the Government on the development of a modern meteorological service, 
including the preparation of surface and upper air observations and the plotting 
of weather maps. Recommendations have been made for improvement of the hurricane 
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warning system; and"the first Id assistant meteorologists have been graduated 
from the University. This project is being carried out jointly bytheUnited 
Nations and the World Meteorological Organization. :: : 
. . • ECUADOR > 

Child Welfare. • 
Following negotiations between the United Nations, the World Health 

Organization and the United Nations International Childrens1 Emergency Fund, 
the United Nations provided a child welfare expert who has trained eocial welfare 
personnel in medical, social and child welfare work. 

The expert organized internal and Child Welfare centres and also gave a 
number of lectures for social worker schools and religious groups. Her work 
with the social service schools in Quito has been highly, appreciated and, as a 
consequence, the Government has requested a year's extension of her contract in 
order that she may advise on the reorganization of the social service schools of 
Ecuador. 

The expert carried out teaching schedules at the Maternal and Child Welfare 
Centre where 18 pupils out of the 25 enrolled successfully completed their trail-
ing. Similar work was carried out by thé expert in Guayaquil. , 
Power Production and Distribution» 

An expert carried out a preliminary investigation of hydro-electric 
possibilities in Ecuador and, upon completion of :his assignment early in 1954, 
presented a five-year nation-wide hydro-electric development plan to the Government, 
Later in the same year, the Government requested the return of the expert to assist 
in planning the organization of a ¡National Institute for IIectricity which would 
implement the five-year development plan* 
Public Finance Admihistratlon.. .- • 

( ., 9 A Customs and Tariffs Administration expert, who had been assisting the. 
Government since July 1949,- c«ripleted his assignment in September. The legis-
lation he helped to prepare, a new Customs Nomenclature, Tariff, and Organic Law, 
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went into effect on 1 January and his presence was required to advise the 
authorities during the early period of jL i s implementation. Reports show that 
the Government of Ecuador is gradually and effectively adapting its admitiistrative 
machinery to the new situation» • . . 

Three other experts prepared two draft laws in the Budgetary and Income Tax 
fields which are now in the process of being considered for legislative action. 
The procedural portion of the draft income tax law has been put into effect as a 
provisional measure and many recommendations on budget and accounting procedures 
have been adopted by the administration. Other related tasks in the fiscal 
administration field, such as a preliminary draft for an Occasional Profits Tax 
Law and an exploratory survey of the State's monopolies, have been completed by 
the mission. 

Coordination and consultation has been carried out between this Mission and 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 

As a result it is envisaged that one of the expert's terms of reference 
will be broadened in 1955 to include general advisory functions, in the fiscal 
administration field, to the Minister of Finance. This has been considered 
advisable, in view of the establishment of a National Planning Commission, the 
membership of which includes the Minister of Finance, 
Insurance Code. 

An~expert hasr "carriedL out -preparatory -studies.-and- adviaed-the superinten-
dent of Banks in Ecuador on the organization.of an;insurance regulatory code. 

Draft laws were drawn up covering insurance companies and also limited 
liability companies which, if adopted by the Government, should improve 
insurance practices in ̂ juador and place than on a sound financial basis. 
Small-Seale Industries. 

An expert visited the region of Portovelo to suggest economic and agri-
cultural measures to assist those inhabitants who have been affected by the de-
crease in activity of the mines. The industries originally contemplated for 
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establishment by the cony any assisted were caustic soda and glass; however, ••• 
small-scale industries clesely connected with fruits and agricultural 
production were reeonaaended Jby the expert» 

Upon the recommendation cf this expert, an agricultural economist 
spent a week in Pertevele advising en plans already drawn up for the re-
settlement of the KL Tablon plain near Porto velo. 

An expert worked with the Department of Economic Researoh of the 
Central Bank assisting in the organization and development cf an integrated 
system of national accounts which would facilitate not only the collection 
and preparation ef data, but also their interpretation. 

The expert completed his mission in 1954« 
Ports and Read Construction. 

This project was initiated in 1952 and has continued throughout 1953 
and 1954. The expert in charge has presented a plan for relocation ef the 
Port st Guayaquil vdhich is under cpnaideraticn by the International Bank 
and $ther institutions for financing. He has advised, the Comite de Yialidad 
¿el Guayas, a regional authority entrusted with the public works of the 
province, en the development of reads in the region. The mission was enlarged 
during 1954 by three additional, experts, as follows t 
Heavy Equipment and Diesel Engines. 

An irqrort has supervised the training of local personnel in the 
maintt.n-'u.fiF) of all types ef heavy equipment and servicing operations, and has 
drnwu uo demonstrated preventive maintenance programmes„ 

An expert has demonstrated the use, ef welding equipment and Has 
supervised ¿¡nd trained local personnel in welding techniques. 

An has carried out a training programme in wooden ship-
-building and has supervised activities in a Coidr,* de Via Ulorx ¡rcrkshop 
Which has repaired end reconstructed beats usoc by the ComSte for 
ĉ Et~<Viiee flipping* 
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Senaua Statistics. -
An expert completed in early 1954 a seven-months assignment s Ecuador in 

connexion with the planning and taking of the 1950 census. 
Tabulation equipment was made available by the United Nations for this 

project, which helped ensure that full benefits were derived from assistance 
previously rendered in the Statistical field. 
National Housing Development. 

An expert in low-cost housing has been assisting the Government since 1952« 
As a result of his work, a National Housing Agency was established. The Govern-
ment has requested an extension of the expert's services into 1955 in order that 
he may advise on the implementation of as comprehensive a housing and planning 
programme as national resources and conditions permit. The expert will be re-
quired to outline a long-range housing programme including urban, rural, and 
regional planning. Special ©aphasia will be placed on the testing, development " 
and use of locally available building materials. 

EL SALVADOR, 
Training Welfare Workers, 

Through the assistance of two United Nations social welfare advisers, a 
School of Sooial Work has been successfully operating in £-1 Salvador since May 
1953. The Government assigned top priority to this project and requested that 
the two experts continue throughout 1954. 
i The first graduation of the School took place on 20 December 1954. Fourteen 
students - 3 men and 11 women - received the degree of Social Worker» 
Child Welfare. 

The United Nations assisted the Government of £1 Salvador by sending an 
expert to survey and r eport on the present state of the Onild Welfare s ervlces 
of the nation for the purposes of improving them. The expert, who was attached 
tb the Ministry of Public Health and Social Security, completed her assignment 
and her final report is b eing processed for submission to the Government. 
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Highways. . .. 
A senior expert went to II Salvador to prepare a five year highway-

development plan, including the opening up of. the ¿outhern Coastal Plain by a 
new system of roads, the construction of a major highway. Northward¿ and various 
systems of feeder roads from farm to market and the opening of new areas into 
the Northern mountains. A junior expert will later implement the project that 
will be prepared by the senior eacpert. The senior, while in .il Salvador, is 
attached to the Ministry of Public Works, . ..." 

. . GUATEMALA 
Personnel Management. 

An expert.has been advising the Guatemalan Institute of Social Security •» 
since on such matters as budget procedures,, organization and administration 
of the Institute's offices, and personnel administration* Upon expiration of 
his contract, under United Nations auspices in kay, 1954, the Government of 
Guatemala continued using his services and he is under contract until March, 1?'>5* 
Arrangements were worked out between the United Nations and the Government, 
through an exchange of letters, specifying the obligations of both parties, and 
the status of the expert, with respect to the Government's undertaking to 
reimburse the United Nations for his extension. 
Rehabilitation of Handicapped. 

An expert in physiotherapy, was sleeted by the Government out of a panel 
, .of candidates, submitted by the. United Nations, after consultation with the 
World Health Organization, to develop a physical-therapy programme at the Centre" 
of Rehabilitation, This Centre is playing a very important role in the re-
habilitation of long-term patients and out-patients referred from various 
hospitals. It functions under th© Guatemalan Institute of Social Security. 
In ij?53., a Guatemalan doctor who had completed a United Nations fellowship in 
rehabilitation of the handicapped returned to his country and was put in charge 
of the Institute, which has made very encouraging progress under his leadership* 
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The expert work at the Rehabilitation Centre has helped to initiate basic 
- rehabilitation services at two large hospitals in Guatemala, A new programme 
for coordination of the work of the students and the programme of the patients 
started test November. All the patients and their programmes were checked in 
order tq relate them to the different groups and treatments, according to their 
injuries and conditions. The results obtained are most satisfactory and have 
received favourable comments in the local press. 

HAITI. 
Hotel Management. 

The improvement of hotel management is an important aspect of the efforts 
made by the Government to encourage tourism, which is becoming a source of con-
siderable earnings for it, as well as a factor in the expansion of local trade 
and employment. 

"'The expert who* was appointed in the middle of 1953 will stay in Haiti until*" 
May 1955. He created a hotel school which is now headed by a Haitian counterpart. 
The school has trained approximately 60 students in the various branches of hotel 
administration. The students were subsequently employed by, or received addi-
tional practical training in, the leading hotels in Haiti, jrhe expert has also 
given advice to hotel directors and owners and has been consulted by the Govern-
ment on various aspects of tourist trade. 
Statistics. 

An expert has continued to advise the head of the newly created National 
Institute of Statistics, and has directed the training of local statisticians. 
He has also advised the Minister of Finance in the preparation of budget estimates 
and collecting of data from the Geodetic Services for the preparation of a general 
survey on agriculture, as well as several other statistical surveys. The expert 
completed his mission in August 1954. 
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Agricultural and Industrial Credit. 
An agpèeultural and industrial oredit expert assisted officials of the 

"Institut de credit agricole et industriel" in policy making and has devoted 
a considerable part of his time to the establishment of cooperatives assisted 
financially by the Institute, Thanks to.his efforts, the Government created a 

' • 'i National Cooperative Council and seven cooperative societies were founded in tho 
following fields: tanning, shoemaking, poultry raising, farming, purchase and ' 
sales, and consumers. 
Honey and Banking, 

Since October 1953 continuous technical assistance has been given in the 
monetary, and banking field by a United Nations expert« The expert assisted the 
Government in preceding years in the establishment of an institute of agri-
cultural and industrial credit, in applying for membership in the Bretton Woods 
institutions and in the reorganization of its monetary Mid fiscal system. During 
1954 he has continued to advise the Government on current financial and fiseal 
matters, particularly in its negotiations on the financing of basic economic 
development projects, after the recent hurricane, which caused considérable 
devastation and created a. serious economic situation, the expert was of great 
help to the Government in revising its balance of payments and budgetary estimates 
and in assisting in devising suitable policies to meet the situation. 
Community Development. 

An expert who arrived at the end of January has advised the Government 
in the preparation of a plan for community development. She promoted the prin-
ciple of self-help as a solution to development problems in Haiti and made 
several recommendations for the improvement of specific community development 
projects in the rural areas,. As a result of her work, the Government has become 
interested in the development of a national community development programme, to 
be related t$ its economic and social development plan. The expert, who will 
continue her task in 1955, is now working with the Ministry of National î conomy 
and the Bureau of Planning, in close cooperation with other United Nations and 
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Point XV experts engaged in rural development. The advice of the expert has been 
sought in emergency relief programmes carried out as a result of the recent 
hurricane. 
Housing;. 

In response to a call for emergency technical assistance following the 
devastation caused by hurricane "Hazel" in the southern peninsula in September 
1954» the United Nations sent an architect for six weeks to make a preliminary 
survey of housing rehabilitation needs in that area and to investigate the 
possibility of initiating a programme of self-help in this field. The expert 
prepared a report recommending the implementation of an over-all programme for 
the reconstruction of housing destroyed by the hurricane and the creation of a 
national agency for this purpose. With the help of other United Nations experts, 
he also created a housing cooperative in one of the villages devastated by the 
hurricane, The members of the cooperative will rebuild their houses themselves 
using a model made of improved local materials which was built by the group under 
the direction of the expert, 

HONDURAS, 
Cement. 

An expert assisted the National Development Bank in the preparation of a 
plan for the establishment of a Cement Factory, He made studies and recommen-
dations concerning the exploitation and testing of raw material and plans for the 
location of the plant. The termination of this project is subject to internal 
arrangements regarding the financing of the plant. The expert will return to 
the field later for the installation and operation of the plant, 

JaMAICA, 
Water Resources Development, 

A nydraulic engineer has been advising the Government of Jamaica on the 
implementation of a stream- • paging programme. The expert began his assignment 
in February 1954 and has trained personnel and advised the Department of Public 
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Works on.the construction of stream-gaging stations,, in accordance with.the 
recommendations of the previous United Nations expert who had surveyed flood 
control problems in Jamaica. 
Statistics. 

In.August 1954 a United Nations expert completed a two-year assignment 
with the Central Bureau of Statistics, which tie had assisted on the compilation 
of statistical data and training of, staff. During the period in which the expert 
was advising the Government, the programme of the, Bureau was expanded to include 
the use of sample surveys for. the gathering of information, on the population, 
the labour force, industrial and business establishments, consumer expenditures, 
and agricultural pre due ti on. 

A United Nations staff member visited Jamaica during June 1954 to advise on 
a national accounts survey being undertaken by the Government in collaboration 
with the University College.of. the west, Indies. This survey is for the purpose 
of obtaining national income statistics, for 1952 and 1953. The Government plans 
to establish an organization which will turn out national income statistics 
regularly-in future years. 

MEXICO« 
Mineral Resource Development. 

An facpsrt accepted a. brief assignment to assist the Government of Mexico 
to evaluate the geoth<r_.7r.-l resources of the country, in order to appraise the 
possibilities of developing a sys ban of gepthermal electric plants to increase 
the production, of,electric power and reduce its cost. After visiting the 
geothermal regions and studying the reports prepared by the local scientists, 
the expert recommended that a number of exploratory wells be drilled in order to 
obtain additional and more accurate technical information. 
Ecorondc mine:. 

An «tpori. war appointed to organize, under the auspices of the Department 
of Economic, &nd Industrial Research of the Bank of aeodco, a one year programme 
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it 
of m t legal income and statistical coordination as related to FrogracmlBg 
economic development, A second expert in economic statistics vent to the 
field early i* 1955 for a six-month mission to collaborate with, aaA cemplement 
the work of the senior expert. This programme is followed with great i»ter«at 
Yy Mexican economists, 

NICARAGUA 

Organization of Statistical Services 
Early in 1953 the Qoverment of Nicaragua requested the Ufeited Nat14ms t* 

provide an »xpsrt in General Statistical Organization with special referee« 
to economic Mid national Income estimate^. The expert advised the Ministry 
of Economy m : a) the reorganization of thp statistical system and the 
"National Statistical Office; b) the preparation of appropriate legisiati©»'t«~' 
coordinate til« various statistical organs of the Government; *nd c) the trailing 
of the local staff. The expert completed his o*e-y»sir assignment In «ctober 195^ 
4nd caiuid nMT&cetpt a second year due to previous dBg*gementB with his m a 
Government. Another expert is expected to arrive 1» the field in Marti* 1955 
to continue this proepansoe. 

The final report of the first expert is being processed for submisslom tt 
the government. 
Public yinaifie Administration 

The expert provided for this project prepared throughout the ymr fix 
documents covering the entire range of budgetary administration. They were 
on: I. The Ricaraguan Budget of Revenues and Expenditures for the Fiscal year 
1954-1955; II, Classification and Presentation of Revenues; III, The Assigned 
Taxes; IT. The"sverplus", the "reserved funds", and other allied matters; 
V, Expenditure classification and presentation; VI. The autonomous entities and 
decentralized services and VII. The Ricaraguan Railroad and Lake Steamers (Inclu-
ding the Corinto Wharf). These papers contained suggestions and recommendations 
which are being adopted by the Government, as shown by the way in which the 
1954-1955 budget was prepared and by the establishment of a Budget Bureau within 
the Ministry of Finance, At the request of the Government, the expert's contract 
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baa been extended for another year, i.e„through November, 1955.., Thia prolon-
gation will provide h la with the opportunity to assist In the implementation of 
hia recommandations, to take part in. the formulation of the 1955*1950 budget 
document, and to undertake a deeper study of the revenue administration of the 
country, as essential counterpart to budgetary administration. 

An expert on Customs Administration completed a one year assignment In 
September. A comprehensive preliminary report was submitted by him to the 
Ricaraguan authorities, Including recommendations on the administrative steps 
to be taken with respect to the ne« Customs Nomenclature adopted by the. Govern-
ment. This nomenclature is an adaptation to local conditions of the NAUCA 
(Standard Customs Nomenclature for Central America), recommended by the ConmHtee 
of Economic Cooperation of Central America, an intergovernmental body of the 
United Nations Economic Commission for latin America, The ooaln task of the 
expert was to assist in the adaptation of the new nomenclature and In the 
revision of the Customs Tariff rates which had to be put In terms of the new 
classification, luring his asaiggpent, the expert worked 1» close co-operation 
with the Economic Comalseion far latin America and the IftterAmer ican. Statistical 
Institute of the trganlcatlon of Americas States* Theflovernmeat of Nicaragui has 
yetabllshed a permanent Commise ion to supervise the polioy and administration 
of the new tariff. 

PANAMA 

Public Finance Administration 

An expert completed a one-year assignment in June and submitted a compre-
hensive report with recommendations on the simplification of the complex tax 
structure and the improvement of the tax administration of Banana. The report 
includes observations on the Income tax, sales, licence, beverages and real estate 
taxes, as veil as the reorganization of the Panamanian Bureau of internal Revenue, 
The report was revised by the Fiscal Branch of the Economic Division of the 
United Nations. 
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Psychiatric Social Work 
In January 1953 an expert entered the services of the united Nations for 

one-year to work on the Psychiatric Social Work Programme In Panama, She has 
also participated in other Panamanian social welfare programmê  which have 
proved to "be highly beneficial in the training of personnel and the development 
of sooial welfare work. 

As the Government of Panama assigned high priority to her programme, the 
expert was requested to continue her work for a second year and was still in 
the field at the end of 1954, 

PARAGUAY 

Economic Programming 
An expei-t "appointed in 1953 continued to serve as senior economic adviser" 

to the National Planning Commission until August 1954 on economic development 
policies and programming and M s assisted the Government in drafting a law on 
foreign and private investment. The expert worked in close cooperation with 
the expert of the International Monetary Fund who advised the Government on 
foreign exchange and ant1-inflationary policies. 

Another expert advised the Government, in close cooperation with the 
senior expert, on rationing, price control, distribution, foreign trade, and 
industrialization problems. After the departure of the first expert he became 
acting economic adviser to the Planning Commission. 
Postal Administration 

An expert has been advising the Government on the fundamentals of modern 
postal administration. During the year, he has submitted fifty papers and twelve 
memoranda to the Head of the Paraguayan Post Office. These documents include 
recommendations and practical suggestions on how to run the department on an 
efficient basis, ranging from the dispatch of airmail correspondence to the 
establishment of accounting procedures for international mail. Special functions 
such as the handling of international parcel posts and registered mail were also 
covered. Most of these recommendations have already been implemented, but there 
are matters of basic importance, such as selection and training of personnel, 
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which require the assistance of the expert for a longer period. m reorganising 
this service, the expert has followed closely the pertinent International 
resolutions and conventions. The Universal Postal-Union was consulted on the 
appointment and is "being informed of the results. 
Statistics 

A statistician continued his assignment during the year advising on the . 
improvement of. Industrial and commercial statistics.. The expert assisted in 
the preparation of a statistical yearbook and on the revision of population 
census tabulations. 

PERU 

Regional Economic Development 
An expert advised the Junta de Beconstrucción y Fomento Industrial del 

Cuzco on agricultural development problems in the region, particularly on the 
drainage of the Pampa Alta, and the project for the cultivation and processing 

jit quinua, a high altitude cereal. 
Ib addition, the expert acted as adviser to the Junta on all matters 

related to a supervised credit programme inaugurated by it with the technical 
advice of International Development Services. 
Fertilizers 

An expert carried out a survey on the advisability of setting up a chemical 
fertilizer Industry in Cuzco, utilizing local materials and power to be produced 
under a proposed hydro-electric development project. An important aspect of his 
advice to the Junta de Reconstrucción y Fomento Industrial del Cuzco dealt with 
the question of whether the area possesses the necessary raw materials and oth<sr 
resources, as well as sufficient markets, to warrant the creation of such an 
industry on an economical basis. The expert also studied the type of fertilizer 
required to meet the soil deficiencies of tibe Cuzco area and the most suitable 
process for their manufacture. The expert completed his mission in 1954 and his 
report will soon be submitted to the Government. 
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Training Welfare Workers 
Two experts in social welfare training have "been advising the Government 

on the setting up of a school of social work. One has been advising since 
February on the organization and operation of the school and on its programme 
of studies and has helped in the appointment of a director and a corps of 
instructors. She has given orientation courses to the faculty on social welfare 
services and related matters. The second expert arrived in November to organize 
practical work at the school and has started briefing the director of the faculty 
on social welfare training and methods. Hie school will be in full operation 
in 1955. 

VENEZUELA 

Power Production and Distribution 
In November 1954 a United Nations expert made a preliminary review of 

technical studies prepared for the development of the largest power project 
in the country - the Car on i River project. The expert is to return early in 
1955 to start a long-term assignment as general adviser to the Government for 
the implementation of the plans. In January 1955 another United Nations expert 
will go to Venezuela to advise on the organization and administration of 
Government-owned power plants, particularly with respect to power plant 
machinery. 
Housing 

The Government of Venezuela was considering the establishment of a National 
Housing Bank to promote building activities in the country, in order to keep 
pace with industrial development and resultant housing needs. A short preliminary 
visit to Venezuela was made in June by a United Nations expert, who presented a 
report or. the project, in which he set out the necessary background information 
and also presented recommendations on the functions of the new bank. 
Mineral Pegource Development 

TLie Government of Venezuela is planning the fuller utilization of the 
natural gas obtained from its oil resources. As a first stage in this programme, 
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the Government requested the United Nations to provide-one-expert to advise 
on ths manufacture of fertilisers and insecticides obtained from natural 
gas, supplementing previous studies of the Government. The expert made a 
preliminary survey for the establishment of a plant and advised the Government 
on further implementation of the project, Government requested an extension 
of the expert's assignment for another two years. So far, the expert has pre-
sented the Initial proposals for the establishment of a petrochemical Industry 
as well as statistical data referring to fertilizer imports and consumption. 
He has also presented proposals to the Government with respect to plant capacity 
and type of fertilizers to be manufactured and advised, after a visit to the 
coastal area, on the selection of the factory site. The Government has decided 
to erect the plant on the site recommended. 

The 1955 assignment of the expert Includes advising the Government on the 
preparation of plant specifications for chemical engineering works. 
Primary Metals Industry 

In June, a United Nations expert went to Venezuela on a general survey 
mission, to evaluate the technical studies and proposals made in connection 
with the establishment of an iron and steel industry in the country, and 
»presented a series of proposals on the future development of Government plans 
and the part that could be played by technical assistance in the implementation 
of such plans. Another Uhited Nations expert arrived in Venezuela in November, 
on a long-term assignment as general adviser on the project, that calls for 
advice not only on the evaluation of technical studies made and to be made, but 
also on measures necessary for starting actual construction and operation of 
the plant. The project Includes also a training expert supplied by the Interna-
tional labour Organization, and the awarding of a number of fellowships on both 
the engineer and skilled-worker levels. Progress can already be reported on 
this project in two Important aspects: a) the site for the plant has been 
selected; b) the selection of the first graduate engineers to specialize abroad 
on construction processes of an iron and steel plant under United Nations 
fellowships has been completed. 
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Rehabilitation of Handicapped - — 
In September 1953 > an expert In Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

examined facilities In Venezuela which could be used in the establishment of 
a Rehabilitation Centre under the auspices of the Venezuelan Social Security 
Institute, and made a survey of rehabilitation facilities for personnel 
training. He made a series of recommendations with a view to setting up and 
operating a Rehabilitation Centre at a hospital In La Guaira, Venezuela. An 
agreement was signed In March 195^ between the United Nations and the Government, 
to implement the expert's recommendations, under the agreement, two physiothe-
rapists, and one occupational therapist went to Venezuela, as Uhited Nations 
expert, to start the operation of the Centre and to train local technicians. 
Bae Uhited Nations also awarded a scholarship for training of a Venezuelan 
technician In the Uhited States. Uhder the above-mentioned agreement, the 
Government finances the training abroad of six Venezuelans. On 9 October 1954, 
the Rehabilitation Centre was formally inaugurated, and is now in full operation. 

» . ' ' -Several rehabilitated persons have already been discharged. The project Is to 
continue in'l$55, 



III« RflGIC&AL PROJECTS 

Central Amerloan Eeonoaio Integration Programm© 
The Central American Economic Integration Programme» for which the United 

Nations, the Food end Agriculture Organization, the International Labour Organi» 
zation and the United Nations Educational, scientific and Cultural Organization 
have provided assistance, was initiated in 195% when the Ministers of Economy of 
Costa Rica, El 

Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and (v?ith an observer 
from Panama), met in a oommittee. in Tegucigalpa, Honduras r?nder the auspices of 
the Economic Commission for latin America. The EC LA Coirmittee on Economic 
Cooperation of the Ministers of Economy of Central America (set up on a subsidiary -
body of the Commission and now called the Committee on Eoonomic Cooperation of 
Central America) fexmulated a number of requests for technical assistance to the 
Technical Assistance Board in fields which it was felt were of great Importance 
in the economic development of the Central American area as a whole* In 1953 the 
implementation of the programme was begun. At its second meeting in San José, 
Costa Rica in October 1953, the Committee approved the work done for the Integra-
tion programme by the United Nations and the Specialized Ageneies and agreed that 
the Governments should request additional technical assistance for 1954. Tho 
assistance provided by the United Nations Technical Assistance Administration in 
1954 covered the following fields? (Assistance for the Central American Technologic-
al Research Institute and the Central American advanced school of 
Publio Administration is reported on page 39.) 
Transport «•»•wregwwiffw new— a) Highways 

A United Nations staff maaber was detailed te the Central Aserloan Beonomio 
Integration Programme in July and August 1954 to draft proposals aimed at 
simplifying formalities which now hamper the development of road traffic in 
the region. 
.. b) Ports and Shipping 
An expert was appointed In May 1954 to study the possibilities of establishing 

a Central Amerioeji Merchant Fleet. This expert is expected to complete his 
report during 1955* 

-,....„.. ¿a expert on-port administration began a survey on Central American port 
faolllties which he is expected to complete in. 1953« Bio repast. will in«lüde 
recommendations for the improvement of ports in the region» 
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Unified Customs Nomenclature and Customs Regulations 
An expert undertook an assignment in June 1954 to study practices in customs 

nomenclature and regulations and to make recommendations to the Government on the 
application of a standardized nomenclature (NAUGA) and regulations. This expert 
presented his report to the Sub-Committee on Central American Trade which met In 
Mexico City in January 1955 and is expected t<-> complete his assignment during 1955. 
Two United Nations staff members were detailed to assist on this project. 
Power production and Distribution 

A mission of three experts pn lean to the United Nations from "Eleotricité 
de Franca" surveyed at the end of 1953 and the beginning of 1954 the present and 
potential electrio production and distribution of the area» These experts mado 
recommendation? on the development of electric power resources in each country 
and the fields in which cooperation tflthin the region would be beneficial to the 
area as a v&ole<> 
Industrial Economy 

The United Nations provided the services, during the entire year, of an 
industrialeconomist. This expert advised on matters of industrial development 

' * - . < • > • • — — — 

and cooperated with an 'fcy flood and. Agricultural 
Organization on projects involving the preoessiag of agricultural materials. 
Central American Technological Research Institute 

In 1953 a team of three experts reviewed teshaolegioal research facilities 
and made recommendations to the Governments on the organization, location, 
functions and financing of an institute of industrial teohnologioal research* 
Their report was circulated to the Governments and it is expeoted that the 
Institute will be established and in operation during 1955. The industrial econo-
mist assigned to the Econopio Integration Programme and an expert on technological 
research were in the region towards the end of 1954 and the beginning of 1955 
drawing up a programme of work for the Institute, 
Advanoed Sohool of Public Administration, 

Under the Central Amerioan Eoonomic Integration Programme and on the basis 
of Supplementary Agreements between the United Nations and the Governments of 
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua respectively, the 
Central Amer loan Advanoed School of Public Administration started operations 
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officially on 1 January 1?84, training senior of fie era of the rank of director 
or equivalent, The United Nations provided in 1954 the services of the Director, 
two professors and one Administrative Assistant as permanent members of the 
international staff. Two others were recruited and appointed by the United Natlaöe 
but paid for by the participating countries. Biree visiting professors assisted 
in the programme for periods of three weeks to two months, two on detail from 
Headquarters. The library of the School was equipped with a substantial number-., 
of publications, and other teaohing material was sieht as part of the technical 
assistance rendered« For scholarships on this project see submission 206-9 under 
Resolution 723» 

The. participating Governments contributed as follows: Costa Rica: adequato 
building for.the sohool plus 150,000. Colones; El Salvador #8,000; Guatemala 
#8,000} Honduras $8,000, and Nicaragua $19,000. These payments were administered 
by the United Nations to meet the following expenditures} travel and salaries 
of two international members of the Sboulty (see above); subsistence and project 
allowances, salaries for local staff, furniture and equipment, and other miscella-
neous expenses, During 19.54, two courses were conducted for 59 scholarship 
holders I. one specialized in MunicipalAdministration and Planning, from April 
to June, and ens General Course with emphasis on the administration for economic 
development (August-Deeentoer) * Two • pilot projeots on Municipal-Administration 
and Community Development have been started under the supervision of the school. 
The final reports prepared by the students will serve as working papers in their 
future work at their return heme. The School assisted the Costa Rio an Government 
in organizing general in-service training for its personnel and will supervise 
a similar aotivity in El Salvador next year. 
Sohool ef public Administration • ' 

The Brazilian SBheol of PUblio Administration ompieted its third year of 
operations under the joint sponsorship of the United Kations and the Getulio. 
Vargas .Foundation. The United Nations provided the services of a director and 
four professors, one in oharge of Organization and. Methods, one the teaohing of 
public Relationsj one Municipal Government, and one Introduction to PublicAdmi-
nlatration. The Brazilian portion ®f ,the Faculty was reinforced with Professors 
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who joined the School's teaching body after a period of training in France, 
the United Kingdom, the United States, and Puerto Rico under United Nations 
scholarships. 

She student fcody showed a small but definite increase over previous years, 
as over 300 Brazilians from the Federal District and the various States attended 
the Undergraduate, the Graduate and the Special Courses offered at the School» 
Forty-two scholarship holders coming from tha other 19 Latin Ameriean countries 
attended the Special Oourses included in the first (March«July) and second . 
(August-Deoember) academic semesters. Twenty-five -scholarships were provided 
by the United nations. 

In 1ft55, the United Nations will continue to provide technical assistance 
to the school through the services òf four Faculty members, through the award 
of three special scholarships for Brazilian candidates to study abroad and 
through the provision of a limited amount for teaching and reproduction equipment« 

A survey of the history and,results of the,first 3 years of operation is 
being prepared. 
Training in public Administration 

used by Latin American students. He prepared versions in Portuguese and English* 
The first is being published by the Brazilian School of Public Administration and 
a translation into Spanish is contemplated« The version in English might be 
published by a United States professional association which has expressed its 
interest in the matter. 

As a further contribution towards the literature on Public Administration 
in the Spanish language an expert was requested to prepare a book on the subjeot* 
Tfte book, "Introduceion a la Administraciftn P&blica" was published in December 
by the F->ndo de Cultura Econòmica, Mexico - Buenos Aires. It covers an intro-
duction to,as well as the administrative aspects of, planning and budgeting* A 
seoond volume to be finished in 1955 will include personnel management, organiza-
tion and methods, public finance administration, and local government. A trans-
lation into Portuguese is being completed for publication by the Brazilian School 
of public Administration. 
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Fundamental gduoation Pentre 
In both 1953 and 1964 the United Nations provided two experts for the entire 

year to assist in the work of the UliuiSCO Regional Fundamental Education Centre at 
Patzouaro, Mexico, in 1953 an architeot oarried out a construction programme of 
village planning end rural housing in several small communities, A social 
anthropologist provided in 1953 amd 1954 was noaoerred with training courses for 
fundamental education students a&d supervision of their practical social develoji-
mant work in the communities of the Batzouaro area* In 1954 a second community 
development expert m a provided by the United Nations, who is carrying out the 
same type of activities as the above»ment i on eel social anthropologist* 
Seminar 3.a Housing through non-profit Organization 'MMMMMMMMK-'Ii (LHWMP •VMWMMMMN̂ MiaiaWMNW'VMIHnMBM̂  

The Government of Denmark made a special contribution to the Expanded 
Programme of Technical Assistance for the purpose of courses and seminars to be 
held in Denmark on subjects of interest to underdeveloped countries* In. relation 
to this pp;Kial programme, a seminar on aided self-help housing schemes and coope-
rative and other non-profit programmes for housing and community development, for 
the benefit of the Latin American countries, was organized in Copenhagen in 
September-Gotober 1954* It was realized through the joint efforts the Technical 
Assistance Administration and the Department of Soeial Affaire of the United 
Nations, tha International Labour Organization and the Pan Amor lean Union* The 
Seminar wes. fi«. ended by 20 participants from twelve Latin fix&riocn countries, and 
one from iu'vri<; Rico. A report on the conclusions and recomaekiations has been 
prepared cad in ready for publication. 
Social Welfare Advisers 

Two regional soolal welfare advisers continued their work for the United 
Nations in Latin America during the entire year* One, stationed in Guatemala City, 
advises the Governments of Central America and the Caribbean area on social welfare 
natters* The other has her headquarters in Santiago and covers South America* 
These two experts, who visit the various oountries periodically, consult with the 
governments in the region on their social welfare programmes in general, Ihey 
also assist them in the selection of suitable candidates for UE fellowships, and 
in the formulation of requests to United Nations for expert advice In this field * 
They guide United Nations social welfare experts assigned to Latin America, and 
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supply the United Nations with comprehensive reports on the progress of social 
welfare projects in the area* The work of the two regional advisers has been 
highly appreciated by the governments concerned and has proved to be an essential 
factor in the planning and coordiration of United Nations sacial welfare program* 
mes in the region. 
Crime Prevention «MMWmBNWWHmH» 

Following a United Nations Latin American Seminar on crime prevention which 
took place in Brazil in 1953 the United Nations has assisted the Brazilian autho-
rities in the State of Sao Paulo and the Federal Government in the preparation of 
legislation for the oreation of a proposed institute for crime prevention in the 
State of 3ao Paulo. According to present plans, the institute will be a regional 
•:ae, training Latin American personnel in "open jail" techniques and economic and 
social rehabilitation of prisoners. 

The United Nations Secretariat has continued t* advise the Brazilian autho-
rities en the organization of the institute without eost to the Technical Assis-
tance programme during the year* The State of Sao Paulo stated that it would 
finance Vie projeot and they have designated a Brazilian to carry out the prelimi-
nary phase and further consult with the United Nations. 
Industrial Management and Researoh 

In 1954 background studies ef the iron and steel transforming industries in 
Brazil were carried out jointly by the Government and the United Nations Eoonomio 
Commission for Latin America, preparatory to the holding of a regional Expert 
Working Group Meoting on the industry in various Latin Amerioan countries in 1955* 
Technical Assistance funds of the Expanded Programme helped finance the 1954 
studies. 
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Inter-American Centre of Blostatisties ' • 
The United Nations Teohnical Assistance Administration, the WOrld Health 7 

Organization, and the Government of Chile have been cooperating in conducting 
thé Inter-American Centre of Biostatisties in Santiago, After a few months' 
preparatory work In 1952, training at the Centre was started in March 1953« The 
course covers nine months, including six months of academic work and three months 
of in-servioe training at various statistical services in Chile and elsewhere* 
In 1953, it was attended by 43 tralneeb from 15 Latin Amerioafc countries; in. 1954 
there were 30 trainees from 16:countries. Three-experts were provided to the 
programme by UNTAA in beth 1953 and 1954« A total of five fellowships was 
granted by them over the two-year period. In addition, the UNTAA bore expense» 
of the Office of Coordination of the Centre and provided some equipment, A 
substantial group of Latin American statisticians has been trained and the ICB 
has brought about some improvements in'the.Chilean statistical service whioh aire 
used for demonstration purposes, notably the Introduction of improved statistical 
reporting forms for livebirths, stillbirths, marriages and deaths.* and revised 
tabulation procedures. It is planned to continue this, project in 1955. 

A Seminar on Civil Registration was held in Santiago In December 1954, under 
the auspioes of the ICB; Its aim was the improvement of registration of vital 
stati st i es in Latin Amer i ca. The Seminar was attended by the Director s pfOivLl 
Registries of Latin America and others concerned with work in this field. 
Meeting of F.xpertson the Pulp and Paper Industry of Latin America 

A meeting of almost 100 international experts on the pulp and paper industry 
was held In Buenos Aires, Argentina from 16 October te Z November under the. 
auspiees of the United Nations Eoonomio Comaission fer Latin Amerioa, the United 
Nations Technical Assistance Administration, the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations and the Government of Argentina. The experts came from 
Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United 
States, as well as from various latin American countries. Many of them prepared 
teohnical background documents on special aspects of the industry, which were 
presented te the meeting along with economic studies prepared by the Economlo 
Commission for Latin Amerioa and the Food and Agrioulture Organization. 
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übe aim of the meeting was to examine possibilities to increase pulp and 
paper production within latin America, in order to limit the dependency of the 
area on foreign imports, which has held down consumption in the past, due to 
foreign exchange difficulties. 

It is expected that follow-up work will be undertaken, in the form of 
advice to firms and governments, on the preparation of specific paper development 
plans and projeets, 
Eoonomio Development training Programme 

At the end of I954 the Economic Development Training Programme ocmpleted its 
third year of operation. Governments of the area requested the establishment of 
this programme in order to overcome the serious lack of economists trained in 
development problems. The programme was jointly undertaken by the Secretariat of 
the United Nations Economic Commission for latin America and the United Nations 
Teohnioal Assistance Administration and is carried out at the Headquarters of 
the Commissitm in Santiago, Chile. During the first year of training {1958} there 
were ten participants. In 1953 the number was raised to thirteen, and in 1954 to 
sixteen (including two from the Middle East, who studied the desirability of 
establishing a similar programme for that area}. Participants work under the 
direction of the chief of the programme and are assisted and guided by regular 
members of the staff of the ECLA Secretariat, 2he programme consists of extensive 
reading, round-table disoussions, and preparation of individual studies and 
projeots. Trainees are government officials vfao are expected to return to the 
service of their governments with the ability to make a better contribution to 
the economic development of their countries. It is pleaned to continue the 
project in 1955. 
Andean Indian Mission •MHMMVMMMRMW'MBHnM 

The impleciaatation of the programme for the integration of the indigenous 
populations of the Andean Plateau region (Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru} into the 
eoenomio and social life of their respective countries was continued during 1954 
with the participation of the United Nations, the International Labour Organiza-
tion, the Food and Agricultural Organization, the World Health Organization/the 
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization. The Internatio-
nal Labour Organization continued to assume responsibility for the administration 
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andexecution oftheprogramme,, Bre pro ject m a iiqplaKented -i.n thelightof tho 
basic aims formulated by the preliminary Joint Field Missionon Indigenous Popu-
lations; however, changes were made in some of the activities originally 
recommended by that Mission.. In addition to several experts appointed by the 
other participating organizations, the United Nations appointed a road engineer 
for a period of three months. The expert advised on the construction of a 
mountain road which is to connect one of the project sites in Peru with the 
existing road network of-the country. Three social welfare experts, to be 
appointed by the United Nations, are due to take up their assignment in Bolivia 
and in Peru early In 1955. 
Expert woifclpg Group on Technological Centres 

An Expert Jerking Group on Technological Centres met In Copenhagen from 
8 M&y to 5 June, , with twenty one participants from thirteen countries including; 
7 from Latin Amerioa, seven from the Middle East, two from .southern Europe and 
five from Asia and the Far East, 

ïhe Group studied the organization, objectives, methods and scope of the 
Danish Technological Institute.and their adaptability to conditions in less-deve-
loped countries, and discussed techniques of stimulating interest of small indus-
tries in improving equipment and skills. 

The International Labour Organization and the United nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization took part in the discussions, and one consul- -
tant from France and a staff member, a U.S. citizen, were provided by the Unltad 
Nations« ; -'•'•••". 

The Working Group was financed In part from the Deni sh special education 
contribution to the Expanded programme of Technical Assistance.' .She Group inter-
alia recommended that training programmes be organized In Denmark in future years 
for high-level administrative personnel, department heads and Instructors of 
technological institutes from underdeveloped countries, and that further expert 
advioe be given by the United Nations and its specialized aganoies to those 
countries wishing to create technological services. 
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AN NEC I 
Number of Experts in the Service of the United 
Nations Technics! Assistance Administration -
During 1950. 1951. 1952.aiS5I9Sfld 1954. by 

Recipient Countries. 
1950e'/ 1951a/ 1952a/̂  1953e/ 19548/ 

Bolivia 11 5 17 20 19 19 
Brazil 2 5 15 2 2 
British Guiana - - - 1 -

Chile 3 - 1 1 5 "5 Colombia «M 6 9 6 7 7 Costa Rica • - — - 2 1 3 Cuba MB 6 1 1 1 
Dominican Republic - - 1 2 2 
Ecuador 5 5 14 18 15 16 
El Salvador - 7 11 1 1 4 
Guatemala - — 2 1 1 2 
Haiti 4 5- 7 7 5 6 
Honduras " - - 1 1 1 
Jamaica - ' - 2 6 3 3 
Mexico 3 - 2 2 2 2 
Nicaragua _ - « 4 3 3 
Panama - 1 2 " 2 1 2 
Paraguay - - 4 7 4 4 
Peru • 2 5 5 2 2 
St, Lucia - 1 - - - «M» 

$enizuila mm 
— Z 1 

J § Sub-Total zS l i §7 102 o/ 80 95~ 
Experts provided for Regional Projects ., . . 12 26 34 38 
Resident Representatives »« » . .. .. 7 
Total Î3Ô 121 
Note: In addition to experts provided for regional projects, expert-participants 

in such projects vrhich had a working-group character provided advice to Latin 
America. In 1952, over 100 experts attended the ECLA/TAA Expert Working 
Group on Iron and Steel Industry in Latin America, held in Bogota, Colombia, 
In 1953, 21 expert-participants attended the workshop on Budgetary Manage-
ment, held in Heodco City. In 1954 about 100 experts attended the Latin 
American Meeting on the Pulp and Paper Industry, 15 at U.N, expense, and 
7 Latin American experts attended the Expert working Group Meeting on Tech-
nological Centres in Denmark, under U.N. auspices, 

a/ Excluding social welfare, 
b/ Including social welfare, 
c/ Includes resident representatives and their assistants, administrative 

responsibility for whom was transferred to TAB on 1 October 1952. 
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ANNEX II. 
Number of Fellowships and Scholarships 

' Warded, VUSXLËShJSffîTi???.f*Sâ ' I • iii. 
195', 
miA^k. I9J o.y 1952^ 1954a/ 1954b/ 

Bolivia 1 _ 7 11 15 Brazil ; .2 14 22 8 7 . 12 British Guiana ' - „» 2 2 1 1 
British West Indies _ 1 2 M 
Chile - . 5 3 5 6 9 10-Colombia , - 1 10 14 4 5 Costa Rica 1 1 _ 1 3 4 Cuba : 3 5 _ Ml 1 
Dominican Republic - 2 « - . „ 1 
Ecuador. 5 20 17 22 4 7 El Salvador — 2 5 2 1 1 
Guatemala — 1 1 •» 
Haiti 2 8 23 9 9 10 ; 
Jamaica. mm . 1 Mexico 4 3 . 4 13 4 5 Netherlands Yiest Indies 1 <oa . — 

Nicaragua . 1 « 1 —! 1 1 Panama «m 2 1 2 4 Paraguay • - a» 2 3 4 4 
Psegt»; Rico m „ •4 «Î «a» 1. 
SSfclftM^ *m - ew 1 1 
Trinidad mm - - - - 1 
Uruguay y-fc £ s? ? 4 4 
Venezuela - 4 5 1 10 11 
Virgin Islands - ••» » 1 
Total - " 27 Z7 Ï55 95 "75 101 
a/ Excluding social welfare, 
b/ Including social welfare. 
c/ In addition to the above figures, studies were undertaken by participants in 

regional projects under United*Nations auspices as follows r Central American 
Advanced School of Public Administration 39, School of Public Administration 
(Brazil) 42, Latin American Seminar oh Housing through Non-Profit Organi-
zations 19, Inter-American Centre of fliostatistics 4, Economic Development 
Training Programe; 16 (including two from the Middle East). ' 
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ANNEX III 
Latin American Countries' Participation in Regional Projects 

Under United Nations Auspices 
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Argentina mm X X X X 
Bolivia - — X mm X X X X Brazil - X X X _ X X 
Chile - — X X X M » X X 
Colombia 4B* • X X X _ X X „ 
Costa Rica x X X mm X X X X a . 

Cuba - — X _ X _ 
Dominican Republic mm mm X WW mm _ mt 

Ecuador - - X X X X X X El Salvador X X X » X _ m. 

Guatemala X X X X » X a . 

Haiti - _ X X a . X 
Honduras X X X W* „ tm X « a 

Mexico - - X X X X X a . 

Nicaragua X X X - - - - X « a 

Panama X X -R X _ « 

Paraguay - - X — - X _ 
Feru - M X - X _ X _ X 
Uruguay - - X mm X - X 
Venezuela mm - X mm mm X - -

Puerto Rico mm- mm X M 

Surinam - - — mm «*» - X - -






